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BULLSEYE!
ACCURATE BIBLE KNOWLEDGE!
“DISPROVING EVOLUTION IS AS EASY AS 1+1=2”
QUESTION: “Can evolution be true?’
ANSWER: No, mathematics categorically proves just the opposite!
EXPLANATION:
The number of one million = 1,000,000 = 10 with 6 zeros
Billion = 1,000,000,000 = 10 with 9 zeros
Trillion = 12 zeros = 10 with 12 zeros
Quadrillion = 10 with 15 zeros
Quintillion = 18 zeros
Sextillion = 21
Septillion 24
Octillion 27
Nonillion 30
Decillion 33
Un decillion 36
Duo decillion 39
Tre decillion 42
Quatturo decillion 45
Quin decillion 48
Sex decillion 51
Septen decillion 54
Octo decillion 57
Novem decillion 60
Vigin tillion 63
Trigin tillion 93 zeros
Googol is the number 1 with 100 zeros
Cen tillion 303 = 10 with 303 zeros
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FRED HOYLE
He was one of the greatest of astronomers, said that the probability for one cell to
come into being by evolution was 1040,000
PROTEIN
Yes, for a single strand of protein, yes a tiny-teeny-weeny smidgen of nothing, to
develop by evolution would a octillion plus years! If, as they claim, the age of the
earth is 15 billion years, how can evolutionists explain this? They can’t.
Evolutionists cannot give you one true fact about evolution.
DNA
The number of books needed to contain the sequence code for the making of a
long DNA polymer of a double helix stand consisting of only four subunits would be
the equivalent to the number of books neatly stacked on each other reaching to the
moon and back several times over!
MATHEMATICIAN LECOMTE DU NOUY
This world-renowned French biophysicist, said that the probability of any event
taking place that is greater than 1050 cannot happen, that is IMPOSSIBLE, that
is ZERO%, as the total number of electrons in the universe is only about 10 52.
JESUS FULFILLED BIBLE PROPHECIES
All throughout the Old Testament, written between 400 – 1500 years before Christ
was born, there are 48 prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. All were precisely
fulfilled at his first coming. What’s the probability of this?
DR PETER STONER
This famous professor of statistical probability, who termed the Law of Compound
Probability, says that the odds of one man fulfilling all prophecies exactly as they
are prophesied in the King James Bible is 10157.
DISCOVERY OF LIFE ELSEWHERE IN THE UNIVERSE?
If life was ever to be found anywhere in the universe, the probability would have to
be under 1027 which is the approximate number of stars in the known universe.
Therefore the probability of any event occurring can’t be greater than the
numerical value of the universe itself.
When you hear someone talk about evolution, you can gently tell them they know
nothing about statistics, probabilities and mathematics.
Q: “DOES MATHEMATICS DISPROVE EVOLUTION?
A: “IT DOES! ABSOLUTELY!”
Put it this way, even the most addicted gambler will not even bet on a flipped coin
landing on its side three times in a row!
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Have evolutionists got rocks in their heads or what?
As the saying goes “When you don’t know much, anything is possible!”

**** ****
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